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Cosmic inflation

 Inflation is now quite compelling. 

©esa

・Only way to address inflation models is observing

    primordial perturbations generated during inflation

WMAP, PLANCK,  BICEP2, ...

spin 0 spin 2ζ δγij

see talks by Starobinsky,Wands,..



How to compute non-linear quantum fluctuations?



δφ = 0 spatial metric

: Gravitational wavesδγij

: Curvature perturbationζ

Primordial perturbations

∂iδγij = δγii = 0

Gravity is non-linear → radiative corrections

x1 x2

�
dt

�
d3x... =

�
dt

�
d3k...vertex insertion

sR � −4e−2ρ∂2ζ

�ζ(x1)ζ(x2)� = �ζI(x1)ζI(x2)e−i
R

dtHint(t)�

hij = a2e2ζ [eδγ ]ij



Primordial perturbations

Linear perturbation

ζ �� + 2 z�

z ζ � − ∂2ζ = 0

δγ��
ij + 2a�

a δγ�
ij − ∂2δγij = 0

∂2 = ∂i∂i

z :=
φ
�

H

Scale invariant

・Massless fields

・Scale-invariant spectrum

�δγij I(x1)δγij
I (x2)� =

�
d3k

(2π)3
Pδγ(k)

�ζI(x1)ζI(x2)� =
�

d3k
(2π)3

Pζ(k) Pζ(k) ∼ 1
k3

H
2
k

εk

Pδγ(k) ∼ H
2
k

k3 k/aH � 1



δφ = 0 spatial metric

Non-linear Action

S=Sgravity + Sφ=S[N, Ni, ζ, δγij]

ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij

�
dxi + N idt

� �
dxj + N jdt

�

Action

∂L/∂N = 0 Hamiltonian constraint

∂L/∂N i = 0 Momentum constraints  

● Lagrange multiplier N, Ni  Maldacena (2002) 　

N= N [ζ, δγij]

Ni = Ni [ζ, δγij]

S=S[N, Ni, ζ, δγij]=S[ζ, δγij]Action for ζ, δγij 

hij = a2e2ζ [eδγ ]ij



Locality of CTP

t

ti

x1 x2

past lightcone of x1 past lightcone of x1

y2

taking contraction → G± (y1, y2) 

If the interacting theory is local,  

the time evolution in CTP preserves the causality.

φ(x) with local action S =∫ d4x L (x)

Two-point function <φ(x1) φ(x1)>

Lint (y1) Lint (y2)

Chou et al.(1985)

CTP (in-in) formalism preserves the locality (causality).



Constraint eqs.

 1 Hamiltonian constraint

 3 Momentum constraints

∂2N= SN [ζ, δγij]

∂2Ni = SNi[ζ, δγij]

S=S[N, Ni, ζ, δγij]=S[ζ, δγij]Action for ζ, δγij 

N = N[ζ, δγij], Ni = Ni[ζ, δγij]

}

- Needs 3 boundary conditions G(x)& Gi(x) 

N(x)= ∂-2SN [ζ, δγij] + G(x)

Ni (x) = ∂-2 SNi[ζ, δγij] + Gi(x) ∂2G(x) = ∂2Gi(x)=0

Poisson eqs.

- Non-local interactions

G(x)~ ∂iGi(x) 



Naively, it looks CPT gives rise to divergences.



Various divergences
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Figure 1. Diagrams which potentially yield the IRdiv.

to the IR divergence due to loop corrections. To explain this, we pick up the following

quartic interaction vertex:

HI(x) ! {!I(x)}2
!

"i
e!#̇

!I(x)

"2

(37)

from the interaction Hamiltonian density HI(t), where we abbreviated unimportant
time-dependent coe!cients. Using the in-in formalism, we find that the one-loop

diagram depicted in Fig. 1 obtained from the contraction between the two !Is in the

interaction vertex (37) yields the factor

G+(x, x) = "{!I(x)}2# =
# d3k

(2$)3
|vk(t)|2. (38)

We can easily understand that this momentum integral logarithmically diverges in the

IR as
$

d3k/k3 for the scale invariant spectrum. Even if the spectrum is not completely

scale invariant as given in Eq. (34), deep IR modes contribute to "!2I # significantly. We
refer to the appearance of such an unsuppressed momentum integral for small k as IR

divergence (IRdiv), even though the integral does not diverge for the blue spectrum.

Note that we encounter the same IRdiv also in a free theory, when we evaluate the

spectrum in the position space.

2.3.2. The IR secular growth One may think of regularizing the IRdiv by introducing

an IR cuto". When we introduce the IR cuto", say at the Hubble scale for the initial

time ti, the variance of the super Hubble (superH) modes:

"{!I(x)}2#superH $
# e!(t)!̇(t)

e!(ti)!̇(ti)

dk

k
= ln

!

e!(t)#̇(t)

e!(ti)#̇(ti)

"

(39)

shows the secular growth which is logarithmic in the scale factor a = e!. Then, the

loop corrections, which are suppressed by an extra power of the amplitude of the power

spectrum (#̇/Mpl)2, may dominate in case inflation continues su!ciently long, leading

to the breakdown of perturbation. We refer to the modes with e!(ti)#̇(ti) <% k <% e!(t)#̇(t)

as the transient IR (tIR) modes and refer to the enhancement of the loop contributions
due to the tIR modes as the IR secular growth (IRsec), discriminating it from IRdiv. To

be precise, we define the tIR modes as such that were in the sub Hubble (subH) range

at the initial time ti, but were transmitted into superH ones by the time t as shown in

Fig. 2. As inflation proceeds, the range of the tIR modes increases, which leads to the

Hint(x) ∋
,

・Momentum integral

- Local interaction vertex

・Time integral

- Non-local interaction vertex

�
dt

�
d3x... =

�
dt

�
d3k...
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the energy-momentum tensor would be evaluated as

!Tµ!" # $gµ!!V (!)" % $"gµ!

!

"

#

$

#̇

Mpl

%2

ln

$

e"(t)#̇(t)

e"(ti)#̇(ti)

%

&

'

(

2

, (40)

signaling the time-dependence of the cosmological constant. In this simple example,
the cosmological constant increases but the screening may happen when we consider

di!erent field contents [10, 24, 25]. (For the detail of computation, see Ref. [62] and

references therein.)

Of course, the secular change of coupling constants due to the superH modes

should be examined more carefully. The evolution of the superH modes can be naively

understood based on the stochastic approach, which was initiated by Starobinsky [63],
while the quantum loop e!ect is not essential there. As we shall discuss in more detail

in Sec. 6.1, in this approach the evolution of the field value averaged over the Hubble

scale, !̄, is described as a stochastic motion caused by the successive addition of modes

transmitted from the subH modes to the tIR modes. This stochastic di!usion balances

with the deterministic force pushing the average value toward the bottom of the potential

in the end. As a result, the variance of the massless scalar field with the quartic potential

approaches !!̄2" & #̇2/(
'
"M2

pl) after a su"ciently long time [64]. If we start with
!̄ = 0, the stochastic di!usion dominates and the !̄ deviates from the bottom of the

potential. One can understand that !!2"tIR increases in time because of this e!ect.

Then, the energy momentum tensor in each horizon patch will naturally have the value

corresponding to V (!̄), whose ensemble average will give the result in Eq. (40). However,

the local physics in each Hubble patch is still described by the original "!4 model with

the stochastic background value of !̄. This stochastic interpretation mentioned above
suggests that the secular change of coupling constants obtained by explicit calculations

does not necessarily mean that the accumulated IR modes can modify the local physics

law.

In the above discussion the metric perturbations have been neglected. Once we

include them, we also need to pay attention to the gauge issue, which is our main focus

of this review paper.

2.3.3. The inverse Laplacian Another complication may arise from the inverse

Laplacian operators, $!2, contained in the expression for the lapse function N and
the shift vector Ni, (18) and (19). Using these expressions for N and Ni, we see that the

interaction Lagrangian written in terms of the curvature perturbation % contains $!2.

These inverse Laplacian operators are always associated with at least two derivative

operators in the action, because $!2 in N explicitly accompanies two spatial derivative

operators, while $!2 in Ni accompanies at least one and Ni is always multiplied by at

least one spatial derivative operator in the action. For example, besides the unimportant
time-dependence, the interaction Hamiltonian contains a term like

HI(x) #
1

#̇2
%̇I(x)$

i%I(x)$
!2

)

%̇I(x)$i%I(x)
*

. (41)
aH



Local interaction
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Figure 1. Diagrams which potentially yield the IRdiv.

to the IR divergence due to loop corrections. To explain this, we pick up the following

quartic interaction vertex:

HI(x) ! {!I(x)}2
!

"i
e!#̇

!I(x)

"2

(37)

from the interaction Hamiltonian density HI(t), where we abbreviated unimportant
time-dependent coe!cients. Using the in-in formalism, we find that the one-loop

diagram depicted in Fig. 1 obtained from the contraction between the two !Is in the

interaction vertex (37) yields the factor

G+(x, x) = "{!I(x)}2# =
# d3k

(2$)3
|vk(t)|2. (38)

We can easily understand that this momentum integral logarithmically diverges in the

IR as
$

d3k/k3 for the scale invariant spectrum. Even if the spectrum is not completely

scale invariant as given in Eq. (34), deep IR modes contribute to "!2I # significantly. We
refer to the appearance of such an unsuppressed momentum integral for small k as IR

divergence (IRdiv), even though the integral does not diverge for the blue spectrum.

Note that we encounter the same IRdiv also in a free theory, when we evaluate the

spectrum in the position space.

2.3.2. The IR secular growth One may think of regularizing the IRdiv by introducing

an IR cuto". When we introduce the IR cuto", say at the Hubble scale for the initial

time ti, the variance of the super Hubble (superH) modes:

"{!I(x)}2#superH $
# e!(t)!̇(t)

e!(ti)!̇(ti)

dk

k
= ln

!

e!(t)#̇(t)

e!(ti)#̇(ti)

"

(39)

shows the secular growth which is logarithmic in the scale factor a = e!. Then, the

loop corrections, which are suppressed by an extra power of the amplitude of the power

spectrum (#̇/Mpl)2, may dominate in case inflation continues su!ciently long, leading

to the breakdown of perturbation. We refer to the modes with e!(ti)#̇(ti) <% k <% e!(t)#̇(t)

as the transient IR (tIR) modes and refer to the enhancement of the loop contributions
due to the tIR modes as the IR secular growth (IRsec), discriminating it from IRdiv. To

be precise, we define the tIR modes as such that were in the sub Hubble (subH) range

at the initial time ti, but were transmitted into superH ones by the time t as shown in

Fig. 2. As inflation proceeds, the range of the tIR modes increases, which leads to the

Hint(x) ∋

● Momentum integral
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with n ! 2, but we do not assume these functions are small. The quadratic action is

given by

S0 = M2
pl

!

dt d3x e3!!1

"

"̇2I " e!2!(#i"I)
2
#

, (22)

and the equation of motion for "I is given by
$

#2
t + (3 + !2) $̇ #t " e!2!#2

%

"I(x) = 0 . (23)

For quantization, we expand "I(x) as

"I(x) =
! d3k

(2%)3/2
akvk(t)e

ik·x + (h.c.) , (24)

with the mode function vk that satisfies
$

#2
t + (3 + !2) $̇ #t + e!2!k2

%

vk(t) = 0 . (25)

The mode function is normalized as
&

vke
ik·x, vpe

ip·x
'

= (2%)3&(3)(k " p) , (26)

where the Klein-Gordon inner product is defined by

(f1, f2) # "2iM2
pl

!

d3x e3!!1{f1#tf "
2 " (#tf1)f

"
2} . (27)

With this normalization, the commutation relations for "I and its conjugate momentum

yield those for the creation and annihilation operators as
$

ak, a
†
p

%

= &(3)(k " p), [ak, ap] = 0 . (28)

Using Eq. (24), we obtain the Wightman function of "I for the vacuum defined by
ak|0$ = 0 as

G+(x1, x2) = %0|"I(x1)"I(x2)|0$ =
! d3k

(2%)3
eik·(x1!x2)vk(t1)v

"
k(t2) . (29)

A couple of comments are in order regarding the mode function vk(t). As an

implementation of the three-dimensional general covariance, the curvature perturbation

is ensured to be massless, which can be also confirmed in Eq. (25). Because of that, when
the physical wavelength 'phys & e!/k becomes much longer than the Hubble scale, i.e.,

'phys$̇ & e!$̇/k ' 1, the growing mode of the mode equation (25) rapidly approaches a

constant as
1

$̇
#tvk(t) = O

&

(k/e!$̇)2
'

vk(t) . (30)

Choosing a solution of the mode equation selects the vacuum state for the system with

the interaction turned o!. In the inflationary universe, the physical wavelength should be
much shorter than the Hubble scale in the distant past. In this limit the mode function

approximately behaves as that of a harmonic oscillator with a constant frequency with

respect to the conformal time,

((t) #
! t dt#

e!(t!)
. (31)
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We can easily understand that this momentum integral logarithmically diverges in the

IR as
$

d3k/k3 for the scale invariant spectrum. Even if the spectrum is not completely

scale invariant as given in Eq. (34), deep IR modes contribute to "!2I # significantly. We
refer to the appearance of such an unsuppressed momentum integral for small k as IR

divergence (IRdiv), even though the integral does not diverge for the blue spectrum.

Note that we encounter the same IRdiv also in a free theory, when we evaluate the

spectrum in the position space.

2.3.2. The IR secular growth One may think of regularizing the IRdiv by introducing

an IR cuto". When we introduce the IR cuto", say at the Hubble scale for the initial

time ti, the variance of the super Hubble (superH) modes:

"{!I(x)}2#superH $
# e!(t)!̇(t)

e!(ti)!̇(ti)

dk

k
= ln

!

e!(t)#̇(t)
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"
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shows the secular growth which is logarithmic in the scale factor a = e!. Then, the

loop corrections, which are suppressed by an extra power of the amplitude of the power

spectrum (#̇/Mpl)2, may dominate in case inflation continues su!ciently long, leading

to the breakdown of perturbation. We refer to the modes with e!(ti)#̇(ti) <% k <% e!(t)#̇(t)

as the transient IR (tIR) modes and refer to the enhancement of the loop contributions
due to the tIR modes as the IR secular growth (IRsec), discriminating it from IRdiv. To

be precise, we define the tIR modes as such that were in the sub Hubble (subH) range

at the initial time ti, but were transmitted into superH ones by the time t as shown in

Fig. 2. As inflation proceeds, the range of the tIR modes increases, which leads to the

∼
�

dk

k

(i) 0 < k< kIR

(ii) kIR< k< aH

Log. divergence

Log. growth in a(t)

IR secular growth (IRsec)
(iii)  aH <k UV divergencek>> aH                 

�
dk

k
= ln(aH/kIR)

IR divergence (IRdiv)

aH



IR secular growth

IR sec. has been repeatedly rediscovered in 
different setups.

Field with scale-invariant spectrum, Φ <Φ2> ~ lna

・Adiabatic curvature perturbation (inflaton) ζ

・Test massless scalar field in inflationary universe

・Gravitational wave

Loop corrections: M.Sloth (06&07), Bartolo et al. (07), Khay et al.(10) .....

Impact on fNL , gNL: Tasinato et al. (12), Nurmi et al. (13), Byrnes et al. (13)

＊For review, see Seery(2010).

Loop corrections: Vilenkin&Ford (82), ....

Impacts on coupling constats: Prokopec(08),...

・EM field f(φ)Fµν Fµν

Loop corrections: Bartolo et al. (12)

Impacts on coupling constats:Kitazawa&Kitamoto(12), Leonard&Woodard(13),...

＊See also discussions in stochastic approach, Starobinsky(84)



Time integral

Sint =
�

dt

�
d3x a3(t) [· · · ]

For local theory, interaction vertexes will be confined 
within the last lightcone

Interaction vertex

Sint =
�

dt

�
d3x a3(t)[· · · ] ∼

�
da

a

∼ (1/aH)3 Secular Growth (SG)

N.B. 1)In contrast to IRsec, all k can contribute to SG. 

2)We cannot employ super/sub Hubble approximation.

3) Contamination of UV modes.

Increase of integrated spacetime region



Non-local interaction

Hint(x) ∋
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the energy-momentum tensor would be evaluated as

!Tµ!" # $gµ!!V (!)" % $"gµ!

!

"

#

$

#̇

Mpl

%2

ln

$

e"(t)#̇(t)

e"(ti)#̇(ti)

%

&

'

(

2

, (40)

signaling the time-dependence of the cosmological constant. In this simple example,
the cosmological constant increases but the screening may happen when we consider

di!erent field contents [10, 24, 25]. (For the detail of computation, see Ref. [62] and

references therein.)

Of course, the secular change of coupling constants due to the superH modes

should be examined more carefully. The evolution of the superH modes can be naively

understood based on the stochastic approach, which was initiated by Starobinsky [63],
while the quantum loop e!ect is not essential there. As we shall discuss in more detail

in Sec. 6.1, in this approach the evolution of the field value averaged over the Hubble

scale, !̄, is described as a stochastic motion caused by the successive addition of modes

transmitted from the subH modes to the tIR modes. This stochastic di!usion balances

with the deterministic force pushing the average value toward the bottom of the potential

in the end. As a result, the variance of the massless scalar field with the quartic potential

approaches !!̄2" & #̇2/(
'
"M2

pl) after a su"ciently long time [64]. If we start with
!̄ = 0, the stochastic di!usion dominates and the !̄ deviates from the bottom of the

potential. One can understand that !!2"tIR increases in time because of this e!ect.

Then, the energy momentum tensor in each horizon patch will naturally have the value

corresponding to V (!̄), whose ensemble average will give the result in Eq. (40). However,

the local physics in each Hubble patch is still described by the original "!4 model with

the stochastic background value of !̄. This stochastic interpretation mentioned above
suggests that the secular change of coupling constants obtained by explicit calculations

does not necessarily mean that the accumulated IR modes can modify the local physics

law.

In the above discussion the metric perturbations have been neglected. Once we

include them, we also need to pay attention to the gauge issue, which is our main focus

of this review paper.

2.3.3. The inverse Laplacian Another complication may arise from the inverse

Laplacian operators, $!2, contained in the expression for the lapse function N and
the shift vector Ni, (18) and (19). Using these expressions for N and Ni, we see that the

interaction Lagrangian written in terms of the curvature perturbation % contains $!2.

These inverse Laplacian operators are always associated with at least two derivative

operators in the action, because $!2 in N explicitly accompanies two spatial derivative

operators, while $!2 in Ni accompanies at least one and Ni is always multiplied by at

least one spatial derivative operator in the action. For example, besides the unimportant
time-dependence, the interaction Hamiltonian contains a term like

HI(x) #
1

#̇2
%̇I(x)$

i%I(x)$
!2

)

%̇I(x)$i%I(x)
*

. (41)

● Non-local spatial integral 
Widen the domain of integration, which makes the 
convergence of time integral worse.

● Singular pole in k

Loops in inflationary correlation functions. 12

Using this vertex, we can consider the one-loop diagram as shown in the left panel of

Fig. 1, which yields the factor in Fourier components
!

d3k1
k · k1

|k1 ! k1|2
!tG

+
k1
(t, t!)|t!"t . (42)

This factor is very pathological. For any value of k1 the integrand is divergent. A

di!erent kind of pathology may appear from the two-loop diagram shown in the right

panel of Fig. 1. If we use the interaction vertex in Eq. (41) twice, the diagram yields
the factor in Fourier components

!

d3k1d
3k2

(k1 · k2)2

|k ! k1|4
G+

k1
(t, t!)G+

k2
(t, t!)!t!t!G

+
k#k1#k2

(t, t!) . (43)

Unless some non-trivial cancellation occurs, the contribution at around k1 = k of this

diagram diverges. We need to make sure that the inverse Laplacian operator does not
give rise to a singular pole in the momentum integral.

2.3.4. The secular growth due to temporal integral The remaining issue is the possible

secular growth (SG) due to the accumulated contribution from the temporal integral. If
the contribution to some observable quantity from the interaction vertex in the far past

remains unsuppressed, it will diverge when we send the initial time to the infinite past.

We think that the discrimination of this e!ect from the previously introduced IRsec is

important. The main di!erence is in that the IRsec can be discussed without taking into

account subH modes, specified by k >" e!(t)"̇(t), while the SG in general can be caused

by the contribution from vertex composed of subH modes. In Refs. [65, 66], Weinberg
investigated the SG from the time integration, performing the time integral with the

momenta of the propagators fixed. He assumed that the mode function in the limit

k # e!(t)"̇(t) oscillates very rapidly and hence the subH modes k >" e!(t)"̇(t) give only

little contribution. This assumption will not be verified for an arbitrary initial state.

Actually, in general, a time integration includes a mixture of the positive and negative

frequency mode functions, which yields the phase in the UV limit ei"(t)(k1#k2+k3#···).
Then, the phase does not necessarily exhibit the rapid oscillation even for the modes

with !km#(t) # 1. In Sec. 5, we will show that when we fix an initial state by employing

the so called i$ prescription, the assumption of rapid oscillations is satisfied.

The subH modes also include ultraviolet (UV) modes with k # e!(t)"̇(t). We refer

to the divergence due to the UV modes as the UV divergence. In Refs. [65, 67], the UV

divergence has been identified by using the dimensional regularization. Initially it was
pointed out that the integral over the subH modes can also contribute to the SG, but this

SG is shown to be an artifact by means of a consistent dimensional regularization [67].

In this review article, therefore, we will not provide a rigorous argument about the UV

regularization.
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to the IR divergence due to loop corrections. To explain this, we pick up the following

quartic interaction vertex:

HI(x) ! {!I(x)}2
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"i
e!#̇

!I(x)

"2

(37)

from the interaction Hamiltonian density HI(t), where we abbreviated unimportant
time-dependent coe!cients. Using the in-in formalism, we find that the one-loop

diagram depicted in Fig. 1 obtained from the contraction between the two !Is in the

interaction vertex (37) yields the factor

G+(x, x) = "{!I(x)}2# =
# d3k

(2$)3
|vk(t)|2. (38)

We can easily understand that this momentum integral logarithmically diverges in the

IR as
$

d3k/k3 for the scale invariant spectrum. Even if the spectrum is not completely

scale invariant as given in Eq. (34), deep IR modes contribute to "!2I # significantly. We
refer to the appearance of such an unsuppressed momentum integral for small k as IR

divergence (IRdiv), even though the integral does not diverge for the blue spectrum.

Note that we encounter the same IRdiv also in a free theory, when we evaluate the

spectrum in the position space.

2.3.2. The IR secular growth One may think of regularizing the IRdiv by introducing

an IR cuto". When we introduce the IR cuto", say at the Hubble scale for the initial

time ti, the variance of the super Hubble (superH) modes:

"{!I(x)}2#superH $
# e!(t)!̇(t)

e!(ti)!̇(ti)

dk

k
= ln

!

e!(t)#̇(t)

e!(ti)#̇(ti)

"

(39)

shows the secular growth which is logarithmic in the scale factor a = e!. Then, the

loop corrections, which are suppressed by an extra power of the amplitude of the power

spectrum (#̇/Mpl)2, may dominate in case inflation continues su!ciently long, leading

to the breakdown of perturbation. We refer to the modes with e!(ti)#̇(ti) <% k <% e!(t)#̇(t)

as the transient IR (tIR) modes and refer to the enhancement of the loop contributions
due to the tIR modes as the IR secular growth (IRsec), discriminating it from IRdiv. To

be precise, we define the tIR modes as such that were in the sub Hubble (subH) range

at the initial time ti, but were transmitted into superH ones by the time t as shown in

Fig. 2. As inflation proceeds, the range of the tIR modes increases, which leads to the
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to the IR divergence due to loop corrections. To explain this, we pick up the following
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HI(x) ! {!I(x)}2
!

"i
e!#̇

!I(x)

"2

(37)

from the interaction Hamiltonian density HI(t), where we abbreviated unimportant
time-dependent coe!cients. Using the in-in formalism, we find that the one-loop

diagram depicted in Fig. 1 obtained from the contraction between the two !Is in the

interaction vertex (37) yields the factor

G+(x, x) = "{!I(x)}2# =
# d3k

(2$)3
|vk(t)|2. (38)

We can easily understand that this momentum integral logarithmically diverges in the

IR as
$

d3k/k3 for the scale invariant spectrum. Even if the spectrum is not completely

scale invariant as given in Eq. (34), deep IR modes contribute to "!2I # significantly. We
refer to the appearance of such an unsuppressed momentum integral for small k as IR

divergence (IRdiv), even though the integral does not diverge for the blue spectrum.

Note that we encounter the same IRdiv also in a free theory, when we evaluate the

spectrum in the position space.

2.3.2. The IR secular growth One may think of regularizing the IRdiv by introducing

an IR cuto". When we introduce the IR cuto", say at the Hubble scale for the initial

time ti, the variance of the super Hubble (superH) modes:

"{!I(x)}2#superH $
# e!(t)!̇(t)

e!(ti)!̇(ti)

dk

k
= ln

!

e!(t)#̇(t)

e!(ti)#̇(ti)

"

(39)

shows the secular growth which is logarithmic in the scale factor a = e!. Then, the

loop corrections, which are suppressed by an extra power of the amplitude of the power

spectrum (#̇/Mpl)2, may dominate in case inflation continues su!ciently long, leading

to the breakdown of perturbation. We refer to the modes with e!(ti)#̇(ti) <% k <% e!(t)#̇(t)

as the transient IR (tIR) modes and refer to the enhancement of the loop contributions
due to the tIR modes as the IR secular growth (IRsec), discriminating it from IRdiv. To

be precise, we define the tIR modes as such that were in the sub Hubble (subH) range

at the initial time ti, but were transmitted into superH ones by the time t as shown in

Fig. 2. As inflation proceeds, the range of the tIR modes increases, which leads to the

Loops in inflationary correlation functions. 12

Using this vertex, we can consider the one-loop diagram as shown in the left panel of

Fig. 1, which yields the factor in Fourier components
!

d3k1
k · k1

|k1 ! k1|2
!tG

+
k1
(t, t!)|t!"t . (42)

This factor is very pathological. For any value of k1 the integrand is divergent. A

di!erent kind of pathology may appear from the two-loop diagram shown in the right

panel of Fig. 1. If we use the interaction vertex in Eq. (41) twice, the diagram yields
the factor in Fourier components

!

d3k1d
3k2

(k1 · k2)2

|k ! k1|4
G+

k1
(t, t!)G+

k2
(t, t!)!t!t!G

+
k#k1#k2

(t, t!) . (43)

Unless some non-trivial cancellation occurs, the contribution at around k1 = k of this

diagram diverges. We need to make sure that the inverse Laplacian operator does not
give rise to a singular pole in the momentum integral.

2.3.4. The secular growth due to temporal integral The remaining issue is the possible

secular growth (SG) due to the accumulated contribution from the temporal integral. If
the contribution to some observable quantity from the interaction vertex in the far past

remains unsuppressed, it will diverge when we send the initial time to the infinite past.

We think that the discrimination of this e!ect from the previously introduced IRsec is

important. The main di!erence is in that the IRsec can be discussed without taking into

account subH modes, specified by k >" e!(t)"̇(t), while the SG in general can be caused

by the contribution from vertex composed of subH modes. In Refs. [65, 66], Weinberg
investigated the SG from the time integration, performing the time integral with the

momenta of the propagators fixed. He assumed that the mode function in the limit

k # e!(t)"̇(t) oscillates very rapidly and hence the subH modes k >" e!(t)"̇(t) give only

little contribution. This assumption will not be verified for an arbitrary initial state.

Actually, in general, a time integration includes a mixture of the positive and negative

frequency mode functions, which yields the phase in the UV limit ei"(t)(k1#k2+k3#···).
Then, the phase does not necessarily exhibit the rapid oscillation even for the modes

with !km#(t) # 1. In Sec. 5, we will show that when we fix an initial state by employing

the so called i$ prescription, the assumption of rapid oscillations is satisfied.

The subH modes also include ultraviolet (UV) modes with k # e!(t)"̇(t). We refer

to the divergence due to the UV modes as the UV divergence. In Refs. [65, 67], the UV

divergence has been identified by using the dimensional regularization. Initially it was
pointed out that the integral over the subH modes can also contribute to the SG, but this

SG is shown to be an artifact by means of a consistent dimensional regularization [67].

In this review article, therefore, we will not provide a rigorous argument about the UV

regularization.

k1

k

k1

k2

k

if. ∂-2 ~ k-2



Possible divergences

Mardacelona(2002)

tf

ti

x1 x2

y2

taking contraction → G± (y1, y2) 

Lint (y1) Lint (y2)

ζ w/o derivative

∂-2

IR div., IRsec

Non-local int.

distant past
SG

y1

S=S[ζ, δγij]Action for ζ, δγij 



Divergences are physical (= observable)?



Take home message

When the gauge-invariance in the local universe (LGI) is 
preserved, all the divergences except for purely UV div, 
which will be removed by local counter terms, can be 
removed.

For curvature perturbation ζ & gravitational wave δγij 

- What’s LGI?

- How to preserve LGI?

・Choice of variable

・Choice of initial states

T.T.&Y.U(13,14)

For test field in fixed dS background,
see Hollands(10), Marolf&Morisson(10,11), Serreau+(11,12,13),...



super Hubble modes k<aH of the propagators

When the divergences disappear? 

● IRdiv & IRsec

6

Since the constraint equations (2.31) and (2.32) are elliptic-type equations, we need to employ a (spatial) boundary condition
to fix a solution of Nn and Ni n. A general solution of (2.31) and (2.32) in the absence of the graviton is given in Appendix of
Ref. [64]. An extension to include the graviton proceeds in a straightforward manner and the general solution is given as

Nn =
1
!̇
"̇n +

V

4!̇
e!2!

!
e2!#!2#iMi n ! Gn

"
(2.33)

Ni n = #i#
!2

#
$̇2

2!̇2
e2!"̇n ! 1

!̇
#2"n +

e2!

!̇
Hn ! V

4!̇2

$
e2!#!2#jMj n ! Gn

%&

!
!
%i

j ! #i#
!2#j

" '
e2!#!2

(
Mj n ! 4!̇

V
#jHn

)
! Gj n

*
, (2.34)

where we introduced solutions of the Laplace equation Gn(x) and Gi n(x) which are n-th order in perturbation and satisfy

#2Gn(x) = 0 , #2Gi n(x) = 0 . (2.35)

Since the function Gi n(x) contributes only through its transverse part, we see that the number of introduced independent
functions is three. By employing appropriate boundary conditions at the spatial infinity, the degrees of freedom of the boundary
conditions for these elliptic-type equations will be uniquely fixed. Substituting thus obtained expression for N and Ni, the
action S =

+
d4xL[", %&ij , N, Ni] can be, in principle, expressed only in terms of the dynamical fields " and %&ij . Then, the

evolution of " and %&ij is governed by a non-local action which contains the inverse Laplacian.
As is pointed out in Refs. [60, 61], the inverse Laplacian #!2 may enhance the singularity in the IR limit by introducing a term

with 1/k2 where k is the Fourier mode. (A detailed explanation is given in the review article [65].) We should make sure that
the inverse Laplacian #!2 does not give rise to the singular pole in the momentum space by choosing an appropriate boundary
condition of #!2, which is expressed by the functions Gn(x) and Gi n(x).

2. Observable local patch

To discuss the observable quantities, we next define the observable region as the region causally connected to us. We denote
the observable region on the time slicing at the end of inflation tf and its comoving radius as Otf and Ltf , respectively. The
causality requires that Ltf should satisfy

Ltf !
, t0

tf

dt

e!(t)
,

where t0 is the present time. The cosmological observations can measure the n-point functions of the fluctuation with the
arguments (tf , x) contained within the observable region Otf . For later use, we refer to the causal past of Otf as the observable
region O and refer to the intersection between O and a t-constant slicing !t as Ot. We approximate the comoving radius of the
region Ot as

Lt " Ltf +
, tf

t

dt"

e!(t!)
# Ltf +

1
e!(t)!̇(t)

. (2.36)

Since Lt approaches the comoving Hubble radius, 1/e!(t)!̇(t), in the distant past, we can approximate Lt as 1/(e!!̇).
When we approximate Lt # 1/(e!!̇), the effects of the superH modes with k ! e!(t)!̇(t) can be thought of as the influence

from the outside of the observable region O. These modes potentially affect the fluctuations in Otf by two means. One is due to
the non-local interaction through the inverse Laplacian #!2, while the other is through the Wightman functions

G+ s(x1, x2) " $"I(x1)"I(x2)% (2.37)

and

G+ t
ijkl(x1, x2) " $%&ij I(x1)%&kl I(x2)% . (2.38)

Even if the spatial distance |x1!x2| is bounded from above by confining x1 and x2 within the observable region, the contribution
to the Wightman functions from the superH modes with k & |x1 ! x2|!1 are not suppressed. The superH modes make these
Wightman functions divergent for scale-invariant or red-tilted spectrum. The regularity of the contribution from the superH
modes can be verified, only if their contribution is suppressed.
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● Non-local interactions

~ Contributions from outside of LC      Δ x > 1/(aH)

∂-2 → k-2 : ∂-2  introduces long range correlation

particularly correlation between inside and outside of LC   

If we can take ∂-2  whose domain of integration is within LC.

If all ζI(x) can be replaced with
∂i

aH
ζI(x) or ζI(x)− ζ̄I(t)

ζ̄I(t) ∼
�

k<aH

ζk(t)



Revisit of Constraint eqs.

 Solving Hamiltonian & Momentum constraints,

3 DOFs, G(x) & Gi(x), in Ni →  Gauge DOFs in xi

N(x)= ∂-2SN [ζ, δγij] + G(x)

Ni (x) = ∂-2 SNi[ζ, δγij] + Gi(x)

∂2G(x) = ∂2Gi(x)=0

G(x)~ ∂iGi(x) 

hij = e2(ρ+ζ)[eδγ ]ijδφ = 0 ∂iδγij = δγii = 0

＊There is no-privileged B.C. to determine G(x) & Gi(x).  

＊Should we determine G(x) & Gi(x) by requesting the

    regularity at spatial infinity?  

No, because there is no way to observe the spatial infinity.



Gauge DOFs in local universe

xi →  xi  + δxi[G, Gi]

When we abandon imposing the regularity at spatial infinity,  
there appear residual gauge DOFs.

1. Scale transformation

xi → e−s(t)xi ζ(x)→ ζ(t, e−s(t)xi)− s(t)

2. Shear transformation

xi → [e−S(t)]ijxj δγij(x)→ δγij(t, [e−S(t)]ijxj)− Sij(t) + · · ·

Sij : symmetric traceless tensor

3. Change of B.C.

∂−2 · · · = − 1
4π

�
d3y

|x− y| · · · − 1
4π

�

only LC

d3y
|x− y| · · ·

LGI quantity may evade the divergences.

Y.U.&T.Tanaka(09,10)



Naive image of proof

LGI quantity

Y.U. & T. Tanaka(13,14)

LGI state LGI operator

�Ω|gR(tf , xi
1)

gR(tf , xi
2) · · · gR(tf , xi

n)|Ω �

|Ω>  Euclidean vac.(aka. adiabatic vac.,....)
t

tf LGI operator gR

iε prescription → picking up the unique ground state

at each time, using gauge DOFs

− 1
4π

�

only LC

d3y
|x− y| · · ·2. ∂-2

1. ζI(x)→ ζI(x)− ζ̄I(t)

δγijI(x)→ γijI(x)− δγ̄ijI(t)
＊To replace c-num. with q-num., we need more careful argument.

ex. curvature measured by physical distance



Shutting off SG

UV suppression

IR suppression

log(aH)= logk + logε

log(aH)

log k

log(aH)= logk

Only the modes k~ aH contribute.

�ζI(x1)ζ(x2)� ∼
�

k

vk(t)v∗
k(t�) suppression for t>>t’

LGI →

B.C of Euclidean vac.

see also Senatore&Zaldarriaga(12), Baumann +(12)



Regularity of loops

Integrating the finite functions G± (y1, y2) in finite 
spacetime region → Vertex integrals converge

�Ω|gR(tf , xi
1)

gR(tf , xi
2) · · · gR(tf , xi

n)|Ω �n-point fns.

ti

x1 x2

past LC of x1 past LC of x1

y1
y2

taking contraction → G± (y1, y2) 

tf

regularized both in UV &IR
＊except for c|y1 − y2| = |ty1 − ty2 |

shut off
distant past

Causal time evolution



Summary

・Momentum integral
- Local interaction vertex

・Time integral

- Non-local interaction vertex

(i) 0 < k< kIR

(ii) kIR< k< aH

Logarithmic IRdiv

Logarithmic IRsec

(iii) k>> aH                 UVdiv

Logarithmic SG, Contributions from non-IR modes

Curvature perturbation ζ & Gravitational wave δγij 

Give rise to singular pole in k. 
Convergence of vertex integrals become worse.

[KEY]Preserving the gauge invariance in local universe
n-point functions of gR for Euclidean vacuum

ζI(t, xi)− ζ̄I(t)
δγij I(t, xi)− δγ̄ij I(t)

}
BC of Euclidean vac

IR suppression

UV suppression

＊LC contributions

IR&UV suppression Shut-off long term correlations ＊for order of loops<1/ε

∂−2 → − 1
4π

�

only LC

d3y
|x− y| · · ·

＊This argument applies to general single field models.


